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A

charismatic young messiah. Thousands
gathered to hear his words. A single rifle shot.
BLACK AS SNOW begins at the end—but then
the story rewinds…
Sebastian Black is not only handsome and in possession
of “…a sex-drive befitting a satyr on Viagra,” but he’s also
telepathic—especially when his life’s in danger or when
someone’s hungry for his carnal companionship. And
BLACK AS SNOW is crawling with people who are out to
get him—in both respects.
Because Sebastian’s mother—prophetess Kitty Black—touts
him as the ‘next species of man’ and crowns him figurehead
of their ‘green’ religious cult, some Apocalypse-minded
Christian militants chase the young man from his Century
City penthouse into the spectral California wilderness.
During his journey Sebastian is befriended by seven
‘everyday’ people who obliterate his privileged worldview.
But during Sebastian’s absence Kitty’s cash dwindles, so she
schemes to lure him home…even if it means conspiring
with his enemies—in particular, a dashing Spaniard who
darkly mirrors Sebastian’s preternatural talents and beauty.
And as the clock ticks backward to the beginning of the
story, it’s a race to see if Sebastian can save himself and
those he has grown to love.
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PRAISE FOR NICK NOLAN AND BLACK AS SNOW
“A modern and suspenseful saga of religious
fanaticism, greed, and retribution…Nolan’s
ambitious tale revolves around the slickly
handsome Sebastian, a perfectly drawn villainess
of a mother, and a surprisingly nuanced cast
of supporting characters…charming, thrilling.”
–Stephanie Turza, BOOKLIST

“An absorbing and compassionate thriller that
ultimately ties all its strands together with
dexterity and ease…”
–Kyle Thomas Smith, EDGE MEDIA
“It’s not too often I get so grabbed by a book…”
–Irene Watson, READER VIEWS

“A skillfully paced and plotted adult thriller
(for readers who aren’t afraid of open
discussions of sex, religion, and politics)
written by an up-and-coming author…”
–Frank Mundo, NEW YORK JOURNAL OF BOOKS
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